Objective: The HIPPO trial is a UK randomized Phase II trial of hippocampal sparing (HS) vs conventional wholebrain radiotherapy after surgical resection or radiosurgery in patients with favourable prognosis with 1-4 brain metastases. Each participating centre completed a planning benchmark case as part of the dedicated radiotherapy trials quality assurance programme (RTQA), promoting the safe and effective delivery of HS intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) in a multicentre trial setting. Methods: Submitted planning benchmark cases were reviewed using visualization for radiotherapy software (VODCA) evaluating plan quality and compliance in relation to the HIPPO radiotherapy planning and delivery guidelines. Results: Comparison of the planning benchmark data highlighted a plan specified using dose to medium as an outlier by comparison with those specified using dose to water. Further evaluation identified that the reported plan statistics for dose to medium were lower as a result of the dose calculated at regions of PTV inclusive of bony cranium being lower relative to brain. Conclusion: Specification of dose to water or medium remains a source of potential ambiguity and it is essential that as part of a multicentre trial, consideration is given to reported differences, particularly in the presence of bone. Evaluation of planning benchmark data as part of an RTQA programme has highlighted an important feature of HS IMRT dosimetry dependent on dose being specified to water or medium, informing the development and undertaking of HS IMRT as part of the HIPPO trial. Advances in knowledge: The potential clinical impact of differences between dose to medium and dose to water are demonstrated for the first time, in the setting of HS whole-brain radiotherapy.
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INTRODUCTION
Radiotherapy trials quality assurance (RTQA) is an important component of multicentre radiotherapy trials, ensuring outcomes can be correlated with the intended trial intervention. 1 An important feature of RTQA is acknowledgment of not only the inherent complexity associated with the radiotherapy pathway, but also the varying technical and practical aspects across different departments.
The uniform reporting of specified doses underpin radiotherapy trial outcomes. Given the broad range of radiotherapy planning systems and associated dose calculations, this has traditionally been considered as part of RTQA, including how planning system algorithms account for density heterogeneity.
Modern "Type B" dose calculations are now considered a required standard, particularly in the treatment of lung lesions, but there remains potential ambiguity in the reporting of dose from different algorithms and planning systems specified to either water or medium. 2 Reported differences in soft tissues remain comparable in the order of a few percent; however, more significant differences are reported in bone ranging from 4% in soft bone to as high as 11% in cortical bone. 3 The HIPPO trial is a UK randomized Phase II trial of hippocampal sparing (HS) vs conventional whole-brain radiotherapy (WBRT) after surgical resection or radiosurgery in patients with favourable prognosis with 1-4 brain metastases. The hypothesis behind HIPPO is that irradiation of the bilateral hippocampi may be responsible for much of the adverse neurocognitive effect of WBRT, and that reducing the radiotherapy dose to the hippocampi may help preserve neurocognitive function.
HS WBRT is a novel approach to WBRT requiring complex intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) planning and delivery. As part of the HIPPO trial, participating centres are required to undertake a dedicated RTQA programme (Figure 1 ), promoting the safe and effective delivery of HS IMRT in a multicentre trial setting. Analysis of pre-trial planning benchmark cases has highlighted important treatment-specific considerations for HS IMRT dependent on dose being specified to water or medium.
METHODS AND MATERIALS
Hippocampal-sparing whole-brain radiotherapy It is acknowledged that the development and implementation of HS IMRT is technically challenging and that the associated outlining and planning represent relatively new and challenging tasks for most clinicians and radiotherapy departments. 4 The hippocampi are small centrally located structures requiring accurate registration of a high-quality MRI scan for the purpose of delineation in combination with considered anatomical interpretation by outlining clinicians. The resultant planning volume provides the challenge of sparing the two central hippocampal structures whilst treating the clinical target volume (whole brain), which encases the hippocampal structures with the treatment prescription.
HIPPO prescribes a median or mean dose of 30 Gy in 10 fractions to the planning target volume (PTVhs_3000) defined as the clinical target volume (whole brain) expanded by 3 mm but excluding the hippocampal avoidance regions (hippocampi expanded by 5 mm) to allow for the necessary dose gradient between the hippocampus and whole brain ( Figure 2 ). 
RESULTS

HIPPO planning benchmark case analysis
Submitted planning benchmark cases were reviewed using visualization for radiotherapy software (VODCA) evaluating plan quality and compliance in relation to the HIPPO radiotherapy planning and delivery guidelines.
Planning parameters are shown in Table 1 for benchmark case submissions from seven different radiotherapy centres in the trial. All planning submissions achieved the mandatory dose constraints to the PTVhs_3000 and all organs at risk (Appendix A).
DISCUSSION
Careful optimization is an important feature of HS IMRT, in order to ensure optimal coverage of the PTV relative to the steep dose gradient necessary to spare the hippocampi. It is evident that three plans appear as outliers by comparison with the other planning submissions, with 5 , 6 and 10 m not achieving equivalent coverage of the PTVhs_3000 with 95% of the prescribed dose, despite meeting the dose constraints. Review of the dosimetry for Plans 5 and 6 identified a relative compromise to coverage of the central component of the PTV surrounding the hippocampal avoidance regions (Figure 3 ), prompting request for resubmission of these plans as part of the HIPPO QA programme. In contrast, the associated dosimetry for Plan 10m displays reasonable coverage and conformity of the central region of the PTVhs_3000 relative to the hippocampal avoidance regions, despite the reported PTVhs_3000 values being equivalent to Plans 5 and 6 ( Figure 4a ).
It was evident that the feature of the plan dosimetry that contributed to the plan values appearing as a relative outlier was associated with coverage at the perimeter of PTVhs_3000, consisting of the cranium. The 95% isodose appeared to conform to the whole brain and not the PTVhs_3000, suggestive that the plan had been optimized as such. In reality this reflected the dose being specified to medium, with dose calculated in the regions of bone cooler than that in the brain and therefore the reported PTVhs_3000 values appearing as an outlier in comparison with the other planning submissions, which were calculated to water.
Plan 10w is the same plan converted to water with the dose reported to regions inclusive of bone more comparable with the brain (Figure 4b ), therefore not appearing as an outlier with regard to coverage of the PTV.
The literature reports differences ranging between 3% and 6% to the dose (Gy) received by 98% of volume and dose (Gy) received by 2% of volume for a given PTV reporting dose to water or dose to medium in prostate and head and neck treatment plans, with no reported comparison in brain radiotherapy plans. 4 These reported differences provide a basis for comparison and serve to highlight the treatment-specific characteristics for HS IMRT in HIPPO.
The difference reported in the dose (Gy) received by 98% of volume and dose (Gy) received by 2% of volume for Plans 10m and 10w is reasonably small at approximately 1-2%. Figure 5a shows plans 10m and 10w reporting to the whole-brain volume with a systematic difference of approximately 1% evident, reflecting the homogeneous and relatively water-equivalent composition of the brain. 5 In contrast, in Figure 5b , the dosevolume histogram curves for the PTVhs_3000 highlight a difference in the volume (%) of PTV receiving 95% of the prescribed dose-dose (Gy) received by 80% of volume of approximately 3-5%, reflecting a volume now inclusive of cranium with higher mass stopping power ratio (water/bone).
CONCLUSION
Evaluation of HS IMRT as part of the pre-trial component of the HIPPO RTQA programme has highlighted an important feature of HS IMRT dosimetry dependent on dose being specified to water or medium.
It is important to acknowledge that conversion of a plan from dose to medium to dose to water serves here only for the purpose of comparison. Conversion from medium to water for a specified algorithm is unlikely to represent an accurate means for comparing and evaluating dose constraints in clinical practice and may introduce greater uncertainties. 2, 6 The challenge remains to interpret these findings in the context of the HIPPO trial and therefore the optimal features of HS IMRT dosimetry and treatment delivery.
One approach is to normalize the plan to achieve improved coverage. However, with relative high-dose regions within the brain increasing as a result, this would not appear consistent with the principles of HS IMRT, as defined by the HIPPO trial. These are dictated by not only achieving optimal coverage of the PTV and sparing of the hippocampi, but also ensuring relative homogeneity of dose within the brain, which may influence neurocognitive function. With good correlation in dose reported to the whole brain between Plan 10m and Plan 10w, the rationale for reoptimizing the plan based on the lower dose to regions of bone when calculating dose to medium must be carefully considered. 7 In addition, the similarity between the dose to water plan and other submissions suggests that there is good consistency between centres in what is being delivered, but differences in what the planning system is reporting when using dose to medium. An important feature of HS IMRT as part of the HIPPO trial is daily treatment verification with online treatment position correction. With the centre calculating dose to medium undertaking correction to within 1 mm, it could be inferred that the potential implications of the relative cooler region of PTV surrounding the whole brain will be limited. This must also be considered in the context of optimizing dose to these regions, whereby associated geometric errors or uncertainties would increase dose to the brain. Therefore, whilst it is essential to acknowledge that the characteristics of the planned dosimetry and reported values for plans calculated using dose to medium will be different from those specified to water, it is not to say this is wrong. [7] [8] [9] The purpose of RTQA within this trial setting is to ensure safe and effective HS IMRT, with dose to brain and organs at risk consistent across different radiotherapy centres and with different planning systems. It is not necessary to mandate dose specification to water for all centres to achieve this purpose as demonstrated in this report, and a more reasoned approach is to consider alternative metrics, constraints and/or means of evaluating HS IMRT plans when specified using dose to medium, which ensure equivalence with plans calculated using dose to water. In this way, RTQA achieves its purpose of assuring safe, effective and consistent plan generation and development within a multicentre setting.
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